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ABSTRACT
In this work, we introduce the PPTLens system to convert
sketch images captured by smart phones to digital flowcharts
in PowerPoint. Different from existing sketch recognition
system, which is based on hand-drawn strokes, PPTLens
enables users to use sketch images as inputs directly. It’s
more challenging since strokes extracted from sketch im-
ages might not only be very messy, but also without tem-
poral information of the drawings. To implement the ’Im-
age to Object’ (I2O) scenario, we propose a novel sketch
image recognition framework, including an effective stroke
extraction strategy and a novel offline sketch parsing algo-
rithm. By enabling sketch images as inputs, our system
makes flowchart/diagram production much more convenient
and easier.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing; H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: User-centered
Design
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1. INTRODUCTION
Drawing flowcharts and diagrams on a whiteboard or tablet

is an effective way for users to convey and express informa-
tion. Although with the development of touch-screen de-
vices, increasing research is conducted on hand-drawn flowchart
or diagram recognition, most work targets at interpreting
online drawings with temporal information (online sketch
recognition), with little effort on understanding sketch im-
ages captured by smart phones (offline sketch parsing). How-
ever, it will make flowchart/diagram production much more
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Figure 1: Illustration of the PPTLens system. Users
can take a photo of the sketched flowchart, which can
be automatically converted to a digital flowchart in
PowerPoint with shape symbols and arrows replaced
by form digital objects.

convenient and easier if we can use sketch images as inputs,
especially with the popularity of smart phones.

In spite of the increasing interest in building system that
can automatically recognize sketch images, there is still a
huge gap between sketch images and digital objects. This
gap mainly comes from the following two aspects: 1) the
challenges of extracting strokes from sketch images.
Different from online sketch recognition [5], in which strokes
can be obtained directly from the user interface, it’s very
challenging to extract strokes from sketch images. On the
one hand, sketch images may have uneven drawing quality
and large variations of luminous intensity, resulting in low
stroke extraction recall. On the other hand, the missing of
drawing orders results in high error rate for the stroke con-
struction. 2) the challenges of offline sketch parsing.
To recognize the symbols of a sketch, a typical approach
in the literature is to first generate a number of candidate
stroke groups, followed by the recognition of each group [3,
4]. Theoretically, for N strokes, there will be 2N differ-
ent stroke groups to recognize. To avoid the exponentially
growing recognition cost, several constraints are leveraged,
such as temporal constraint [1] and spatial constraint [4].
However, the strokes extracted from sketch images might be
very messy, resulting in much more groups. Moreover, the
unavailable of the temporal constraint makes it harder to
reduce the search space.

To bridge the gap between sketch images and digital ob-
jects, in this work, we first propose an effective stroke ex-
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Figure 2: Illustration of the sketch image recognition framework. Given a hand-drawn flowchart image, we
first detect the region with sketched contents (a), and extract strokes from the detected region (b). Then
a large number of stroke groups are generated as candidates (red&green bounding boxes), followed by the
shapeness estimation algorithm to select a few ‘good’ candidates (green bounding boxes) in (c). The selected
‘good’ candidates are then fed into a robust recognizer to predict their specific shape types in (d), followed
by the shape-guided parsing to recognize all other parts (e). The final sketch parsing results are converted
to a digital flowchart in PowerPoint that can be further edited (f).

traction strategy, which is based on the observation that
sketches hold almost fixed stroke width. The main process
of our stroke extraction strategy is: 1) detect the borders of
the whiteboard/paper, then crop and rectify the image [6],
2) binarize the image by leveraging the Stroke Width Trans-
form [2] and MRF optimization, 3) extract the skeleton of
the binary image and construct strokes. To reduce the search
space of sketch recognition efficiently, we propose the idea of
shapeness estimation, measuring how likely a stroke group
could be a good shape. Owing to the shapeness estimation
process, our system can efficiently remove most of the bad
shape groups while still preserve high recall for the good
shape groups.

Based on the above technologies, we present a novel sketch
image recognition framework (Fig. 2) and build the PPTLens
system to recognize camera-captured sketch images and con-
vert them to digital flowcharts in PowerPoint.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we introduce the main functions of the

PPTLens system from the following two aspects:
System Input

The input of the PPTLens system should be an image, con-
taining a flowchart drawn on a whiteboard or a paper. A
typical flowchart, as in Fig. 2, mainly contains three cat-
egories of objects, i.e., shape symbols, non-shape symbols
and noises. The five basic shape symbols are process (rect-
angle), decision (diamond), terminator (ellipse), data (paral-
lelogram) and connection (circle). The two non-shape sym-
bols are arrow and text. In this work, we mainly recognize
the five shape symbols and arrows while leaving the text
recognition for future work.

System Output
The output of the PPTLens system is a PowerPoint file with
three slides. The first slide contains all the strokes extracted
from the sketch image. The second slide contains the unrec-
ognized strokes and the formal digital objects replacing rec-
ognized strokes. The third slide contains the original input
image.

Fig. 3 shows two example sketch images and their corre-
sponding results of the PPTLens system.

Figure 3: Example sketch images and corresponding
results.
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